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RNA, a remarkable molecule

RNA is a molecule that has been full of surprises, and its potential for controlling biology has been underestimated with startling regularity. First came the unexpected observation from Sharp (1) and Roberts et al. (2) that RNA was made in a long version and then spliced to create a shorter version that encodes protein. A few years later Altman (3) and Cech (4) observed that RNA, presumed to be a passive molecule that existed as a binding partner for proteins, could also act as a catalyst.

Then, in 1998, Fire and Mello made the observation that RNA could be introduced into cells in C. elegans and block gene expression (5–7). This discovery, termed RNA interference (RNAi), overturned dogma by suggesting that RNA was able to play an active role in regulating gene expression, in addition to its traditional role as an agent that transfers genetic information. Once again, RNA was exhibiting its irritating ability to perform a function it was not supposed to be able to.

The significance of Fire and Mello’s discovery was threefold. First, it unveiled a largely unsuspected natural regulatory mechanism that had the potential to exploit the versatility of Watson-Crick base-pairing for the control of gene expression. Second, it provided an important basic research strategy for studying gene function (blocking gene expression is often an excellent approach to investigating the function of a gene). Last, it raised the glimmering possibility that it might be possible to use this remarkably convenient approach to manipulate expression of disease genes in human cells and develop a new class of therapeutics.

RNAi: impact and mechanism

Few discoveries have had the immediate impact of RNAi. Within just a few years of the pioneering work of Fire, Mello, and colleagues (5) and the subsequent demonstration that double-stranded small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) could trigger RNAi in mammalian cells (8), RNAi has become a routine tool for silencing gene expression in the laboratory, with over 12,000 articles on PubMed citing the keyword “siRNA” since 2001. The success of duplex RNA in the laboratory has led to the hope that it might also revolutionize gene silencing in animals and lead to new drugs for the treatment of many classes of human disease.

siRNAs are typically approximately 20 base pairs in length and are complementary to mRNA (Figure 1A). Working with cells in culture, laboratories found that they could conveniently block gene expression by either transfecting the siRNA into cells (a process in which the siRNA is complexed with lipids or other molecules to facilitate passage through cell membranes) (9) or by introducing a vector that could express the siRNA within the cells (10). Once inside the cell, the siRNA is bound by the proteins of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC; Figure 1B) (11–13).

The RISC proteins facilitate searching through the genome for RNA sequences that are complementary to one of the two strands of the siRNA duplex. One strand of the siRNA (the sense or passenger strand) is lost from the complex, while the other strand (the antisense or guide strand) is matched with its complementary RNA target. Recognition of mRNA by the antisense strand of the siRNA can cause destruction of the mRNA, prevent synthesis of protein, and thereby reduce the level of protein inside cells (Figure 1B).

siRNA drugs have already reached phase I clinical trials (14, 15). In spite of this rapid progress, however, it is not clear that siRNA will provide a broadly useful class of drugs. Substantial challenges must be overcome to move from the bench to the clinic, and overcoming these challenges is likely to require that the RNA portion of the RNA-based drug be chemically modified to improve its properties (14). This Review discusses some of these challenges and how chemical modifications might contribute to the clinical development of siRNAs.

siRNAs differ from traditional drug candidates

Most approved drugs share important features in common (Table 1). They are relatively small (with a molecular weight of less than 500 Da), apolar, and function by binding to proteins and altering protein function (16, 17). Much is known about designing traditional drugs and how to optimize their likelihood of efficacy in vivo, but even with this vast experience the development of small molecules is often marked by failure in preclinical and clinical trials (18).

Enter siRNA onto the scene. siRNA drugs are not at all similar to traditional small molecule drugs (Table 1), and the suggestion that they could be developed into an important class of drugs would provoke skepticism among many medicinal chemists. Translating the potential shown by siRNAs in cultured cells to patients requires adjusting our concepts about the molecular requirements for successful drugs.

Complications abound. siRNAs contain two strands, which must be synthesized separately and then hybridized before use. The need
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**siRNA drugs benefit from an older sibling**

The theoretical obstacles to the development and use of siRNA drugs are substantial. Some challenges, however, are not new and have already been addressed by a previous generation of research on the properties of antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) (see *What ASOs have given siRNA* (15). ASOs are single-stranded nucleic acids that are designed to bind mRNA and reduce protein synthesis. Unlike siRNAs, gene inhibition by ASOs does not require binding to RISC proteins. Instead, ASOs bind mRNA and either act as a roadblock for translation by the ribosome or form a DNA-RNA hybrid that recruits RNase H to cleave the mRNA (19).

For over 20 years, biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies and academic laboratories have worked to develop ASOs as drugs. One ASO has been approved by the FDA for treatment of CMV retinitis (20). A second oligonucleotide drug, Macugen, has been approved for macular degeneration (21), but it functions by recognizing a protein target rather than by binding to a nucleic acid. Many clinical trials with ASOs are ongoing, with some yielding promising physiologic effects in phase II testing (22–25).

Researchers who perform gene-silencing experiments in cell culture almost always need to complex ASOs and siRNAs with cationic lipid or some other delivery agent to facilitate entry into cells (9). It is essential to realize that many animal studies and most clinical trials with ASOs have not required the use of complexing agents — sufficient quantities of oligomer are taken up by tissue, with liver and fat being the tissues in which oligomers most easily accumulate. The requirement for complexing agents in cell culture rather than in animals is a warning that experience in cell culture does not directly extrapolate to the situation in animals.

Like siRNAs, ASOs are intended to bind to mRNA by Watson–Crick base-pairing and are large, negatively charged molecules (26, 27). Because of work with ASOs, there exist good protocols for the large-scale synthesis of nucleic acid drugs in amounts needed for clinical trials. Experience with ASOs in animals and in clinical trials also provides substantial information about the biodistribution, toxicology, and pharmacology of nucleic acids in vivo that is likely to apply to siRNAs. Finally, clinical development of ASOs has provided insights into how to choose target genes and diseases. For example, it makes sense to pursue gene targets in tissues where there is proven biodistribution of oligomers and where markers exist that allow inhibition of gene expression to be evaluated during phase I and phase II clinical trials (evidence that a silencing agent is reducing expression of the target gene would help support more costly phase III clinical trials). Chemical modifications have been developed to optimize the properties of ASOs, and these modifications might also be used to improve the properties and efficacy of siRNAs (Table 2).

**Why siRNA?**

Given that ASOs are making progress in the clinic and are half the molecular weight of siRNAs, it is fair to ask “What new potential are siRNAs bringing to drug development?” and “Why not focus on the more established ASO technology, especially since it now seems to be generating positive clinical results?”

There is no definitive answer to these questions at the moment. In cell culture, the widespread and rapid adoption of siRNA supports the conclusion that siRNAs are a more “user friendly” approach to gene silencing for basic research than are ASOs (this has certainly been the experience in my laboratory). One explanation for the increased efficacy of siRNAs compared with ASOs in the laboratory is that siRNAs co-opt a natural silencing pathway and the RISC proteins facilitate efficient recognition of target sequences by siRNAs, whereas ASOs must find their targets unas-

---

**Figure 1**

(A) siRNAs are double-stranded RNAs approximately 20 base-pairs in length. The duplex shown has staggered ends capped with two thymidines to improve resistance to digestion by nucleases. This is a traditional design, but it is possible to have blunt-ended duplexes, and the thymidines can be omitted. (B) Duplex siRNAs enter cells and bind to the RISC. The RISC proteins unravel the duplex and facilitate the search for mRNA sequences that are complementary to one of the RNA strands. Upon recognition of a complementary mRNA, RISC cleaves the mRNA and prevents translation.
sisted. It is reasonable to hypothesize that outstanding results in cell culture will translate into superior potential in the clinic. It is not clear, however, whether experience in cell culture will translate into results in animals.

**Chemical modifications for improving siRNA drugs**

Many different types of chemical modification have been developed to improve the in vivo properties of nucleic acids (14, 26, 27). Each modification offers a different potential for tailoring the properties of siRNAs (Table 2). They can be used alone or in combination and the number of modified nucleotides can vary relative to the number that remain as unmodified RNA. The modifications also differ in how they are tolerated by the RISC complex. Some modifications can be introduced at most or all bases of both RNA strands, whereas other modifications cannot be placed at some positions. Potential for activity of a given modified RNA is first determined by cell culture studies that examine silencing well-characterized target genes. This section describes the properties of some of the siRNA modifications that are the most promising in terms of improving the properties of siRNAs to render them more suitable clinical modalities (Figure 2).

**Phosphorothioate linkages.** Replacing one nonbridging oxygen atom on the backbone phosphate between two ribonucleotides with a sulphur atom creates a phosphorothioate (PS) linkage (Figure 2) (28). PS linkages within DNA substantially increase the resistance of the DNA to serum nucleases. PS linkages also improve the half-life of ASOs in the circulation by increasing their binding to serum proteins (29, 30). The one FDA-approved ASO drug is a PS-linked DNA oligonucleotide (20), and most ongoing clinical trials use oligonucleotides that contain PS linkages in combination with DNA or 2′-modified RNA bases (15). These clinical trials have shown that ASOs containing PS linkages are well tolerated in patients (22–25).

Several studies have shown that siRNAs with introduced PS linkages retain the ability to silence target sequences (31–39). However, cytotoxic effects were observed when PS linkages were placed at alternating positions throughout either strand of the siRNA (32), suggesting that the number of PS linkages should be limited. Animal experiments using siRNAs containing just one or two terminal PS modifications have been successful (36–38). Relative to unmodified RNA, complete substitution with PS linkages does not substantially improve the resistance of siRNAs to digestion by nucleases (31) or alter their biodistribution in mice (40).

**Boranophosphate linkages.** Another option for modifying the phosphate backbone of an oligonucleotide is the introduction of a boron atom in place of one of the nonbridging oxygen atoms to create a boron-phosphorous linkage (Figure 2). This modification has attracted relatively little study, but a preliminary investigation reports improved gene silencing activity at lower concentrations relative to either PS siRNAs or native siRNAs and enhanced resistance to degradation by nucleases (41). There is also a report that single-stranded boranophosphate (BO) siRNAs can engage the RISC machinery and silence target genes (42); if true, this might substantially simplify some of the drug development problems for siRNA by requiring just one rather than two strands for silencing. One problem with using BO siRNAs is that chemical methods for introducing the boron modification have not been optimized and will need to improve prior to large-scale testing.

**Locked nucleic acid.** Locked nucleic acid (LNA) nucleotides contain a methylene bridge between the 2′ and 4′ carbons of the ribose ring (Figure 2) (43–45). This linkage constrains the ribose ring, “locking” it into a conformation close to that formed by RNA
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**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Small-molecule drug</th>
<th>siRNA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Less than 500–700 Da in molecular weight</td>
<td>Each strand is more than 7,000 Da in molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular components</td>
<td>One molecule</td>
<td>Two molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical characteristics</td>
<td>Fewer than 5 hydrogen bond donors and more than 10 hydrogen bond acceptors</td>
<td>Highly charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility</td>
<td>Poorly soluble in water or hydrophobic</td>
<td>Highly soluble in water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane permeability</td>
<td>Excellent membrane permeability</td>
<td>Uncertain membrane permeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioavailability</td>
<td>Often orally bioavailable</td>
<td>No evidence for bioavailability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of targets</td>
<td>Some proteins might be “undruggable”, i.e., identification of small molecules to bind/disrupt activity of some proteins may be difficult</td>
<td>Can potently block expression of most proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of drug development</td>
<td>Identification of lead compounds is usually slow</td>
<td>Identification of lead compounds is usually fast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**What ASOs have given siRNA: drug development’s inheritance from ASOs**

- Efficient synthetic methodologies
- Insights into experimental pitfalls and the criteria for designing well-controlled experiments
- Practical insights into how to choose a target gene
- A wealth of chemical modifications/delivery agents for optimizing in vivo function
- Clinical experience with nucleic acids in patients
after hybridization. This constraint preorganizes the LNA base for hybridization to mRNA or DNA, reduces the entropic penalty paid upon binding, and enhances the affinity of LNA oligonucleotides for complementary sequences. For example, a single LNA nucleotide enhances the melting temperature of an RNA-RNA or RNA-DNA duplex by as much as 5°–10° C. As a result, the introduction of LNA nucleotides into an oligonucleotide allows the affinity of binding of the oligonucleotide to be fine-tuned for an application with a minimum of chemical modifications to the parent oligonucleotides. The potential for LNA-modified oligomers to translate their high-affinity binding into enhanced efficacy in vivo is unknown.

The potential of LNA for improving the potency of gene silencing by nucleic acids inside cells has been widely recognized, and one ASO that contains a mix of LNA and DNA bases is being tested in clinical trials (46). The LNA modification increases the thermal stability of RNA duplexes and stabilizes them to digestion by nucleases (31–39, 54–62). The extent of substitution varies, from just one modified nucleotide to complete substitution of both strands. In all reports, it was possible to retain silencing activity after replacing some of the ribonucleotides with FANA-substituted nucleic acids and the potential for optimization by chemical modification is not known.

Several reports have described the introduction of 2′-modified ribonucleotides into RNA duplexes (31–39, 54–62). The extent of substitution varies, from just one modified nucleotide to complete substitution of both strands. In all reports, it was possible to retain silencing activity after replacing some of the ribonucleotides in RNA duplexes with 2′-modified nucleotides. Remarkably, RNA oligonucleotides can be completely substituted with alternating 2′ modifications (2′-O-methyl and 2′-fluoro) and retain the ability to silence gene expression in human cells, even exhibiting up to a 500-fold increase in potency relative to native siRNA (55). Introduction of 2′-O-methyl nucleotides near the termini of the RNA strand that is complementary to the mRNA target can reduce off-target effects (i.e., alteration of the expression of nontarget genes) (60, 61), a finding that might provide a strategy to reduce the potential for side effects and prove critically important for therapeutic development. Several studies have shown that siRNAs containing 2′ modifications can silence gene expression in animal models (35–38, 62).

Most recently, siRNAs targeting the hepatocyte-specific genes apolipoprotein B and factor VII were demonstrated to achieve efficient gene silencing without altering levels of key microRNAs (62). This is a significant result because it suggests that therapeutic dosages of siRNAs will not overload endogenous microRNA pathways, which can cause complicating off-target effects. The siRNAs used in these studies had either 2′-fluoro or 2′-O-methyl bases and contained PS linkages between the two thymidines capping the 3′-end of each strand.

Another class of 2′ modification is 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-β-D-arabinonucleic acid (FANA). FANA nucleotides are based on the sugar arabinose rather than ribose and have the stereochemistry at the 2′-position inverted relative to that found in 2′-O-methyl RNA and 2′-fluoro RNA. siRNAs that have completely FANA-substituted sense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased thermal stability</td>
<td>The two strands of the siRNA must form a stable duplex because RNA single-strands would be rapidly degraded and would be less able to enter the RISC complex. Thermal stability is usually characterized by melting temperature, which characterizes the temperature at which an RNA duplex will be 50% single stranded and 50% double stranded. Many active RNAs will have sufficient thermal stability without chemical modification, but stability can be easily enhanced by various modifications (e.g., 2′-fluoro, 2′-O-methyl, 2′-MOE, and LNA) if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased stability to digestion by nucleases</td>
<td>Human serum and human cells contain nucleases that can readily degrade RNA. RNA is most susceptible to endonucleases (nucleases that hydrolyze the 3′ or 5′ termini of RNA). Most chemically modified bases are not readily cut by nucleases, and placing them near the 3′ or 5′ termini is a simple strategy for improving resistance to nucleases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved biodistribution</td>
<td>Unmodified siRNAs are cleared rapidly (~5 min.) through the liver and kidneys (40). Chemical modifications (e.g., PS, 4-thio, cholesterol) increase binding to serum proteins and the circulating half-life. This allows more opportunity for the siRNA to enter target tissues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular uptake</td>
<td>To be active, siRNAs must enter cells and associate with the RISC. The mechanism for cellular uptake of nucleic acids and the potential for optimization by chemical modification is not known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting specific tissue</td>
<td>Targeting a specific tissue would enhance the effectiveness of dosing and reduce the likelihood of side effects. Targeting can be achieved through local administration (e.g., intraocular injection and inhalation) or by attachment of compounds (e.g., antibodies and peptides) that bind specific cell surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity for target mRNA</td>
<td>siRNAs can bind to nontarget RNAs and block expression of nontarget genes. Such interactions are known as “off-target” effects and might cause side effects during clinical development. Off-target effects can be minimized by careful selection of siRNA sequences to reduce complementarity to nontarget genes and by chemical modifications (60, 61) that make recognition more stringent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
strands are 4-fold more potent than analogous unmodified RNAs and have a longer half-life in serum (63, 64). FANA substitutions can also be tolerated for gene silencing when placed at the 3’ and 5’ positions of the antisense strand or throughout the sense strand.

4′-thio modified RNA. 4′-Thio modified nucleotides contain a sulphur atom in place of oxygen attached to the 4′ carbon of the ribose ring (Figure 2). This modification enhances the resistance of the RNA oligonucleotide to nuclease digestion when introduced at various positions within both the sense and antisense strands of siRNAs (57, 58). Inclusion of 4′-thio nucleotides yielded active siRNAs with increased resistance to digestion by nucleases in cell culture assays and improved potencies (57). Combining 4′-thio bases with 2′ modifications such as 2′-O-methyl or 2′-MOE further improved potencies (58).

Sulfur atoms improve the biodistribution of ASOs that contain PS linkages by increasing binding to serum proteins (29). It is possible that 4′-thio substitutions might also improve the in vivo properties of siRNAs by the same mechanism, but there have been no published reports on the subject. It is also possible to combine 4′-thio substitution with FANA nucleotides, and 4′-S-FANA–modified RNA duplexes have been shown to possess potencies for silencing in cell culture that were similar to unmodified siRNAs (64).

Ribo-difluorotoluyl nucleotide. The modifications described thus far in this section involve alterations to the ribonucleotide ribose ring or the oligonucleotide phosphate backbone. However, it is also possible to modify the ribonucleotide base, and one modification that has been tested is the introduction of ribo-difluorotoluyl (rF) nucleotides (65). This modification is especially interesting
siRNA conjugates

Another strategy for improving the function of siRNA duplexes in vivo is to make more dramatic changes to conjugate the siRNA duplex to small molecules or peptides designed to increase binding to proteins or cellular uptake (69–72). Enhanced binding to serum proteins might improve biological half-life and tissue distribution, while compounds that specifically bind to cell surface proteins might allow targeting of specific diseased tissues. Improving cell uptake would enhance the potency of siRNAs. These strategies have been extensively explored for improving ASOs, although not with any great success (73), and are now being applied to duplex RNA (74). It is possible that better results might be achieved with siRNAs because of their potential for greater potency.

The concept behind siRNA conjugates is simple. One part of the conjugate is duplex RNA, which provides specificity for the target mRNA sequence. The other part of the conjugate is a molecule optimized for improving biodistribution, cellular uptake, or other in vivo properties. A major strength of the approach is that the two portions of the conjugate can be developed as separate modules and then coupled to create hybrid molecules that combine the strengths of the two parts. A weakness is that the synthesis of novel conjugates is complicated by the need to couple a molecule to the siRNA, making a large and complex siRNA even larger and more complex.

A conjugate of duplex RNA and cholesterol has been tested for its ability to inhibit the expression of APOB in mice (36). The RNA portion of the conjugate was resistant to nuclease digestion because it contained PS linkages and 2′-O-methyl RNA modifications. Cholesterol was coupled to one of the RNA strands of the siRNA to create a cholesterol–RNA duplex conjugate. Attachment of the RNA duplex to cholesterol increased binding to human serum albumin and increased biodistribution to various organs including the liver, heart, kidney, adipose tissue, and lung. Evaluation of gene expression in treated mice showed reduced levels of ApoB mRNA in the liver and jejunum and reduced amounts of APOB protein in plasma.

Several other types of conjugate have also been tested. siRNA conjugated to peptides (69) and polyethylene glycol (70, 71) have been reported to yield gene silencing in cultured cells. Conjugates to aptamers (small structured nucleic acids selected to bind target proteins) have been reported to block expression in cell culture and animals (75). At this stage, it is not possible to evaluate whether improved properties justify the added synthetic complexity inherent in generating conjugates, but this is an active area for future research.

It might also be possible to combine the strengths of siRNA with the specificity of antibodies. siRNAs have been mixed with antibodies engineered to display positively charged peptides on their surfaces (76). The duplex RNA is intended to be the silencing agent and is linked to the antibody by noncovalent electrostatic interactions with the positively charged peptide. The antibody used could, in theory, bind to any cell surface protein and in this study (76) was targeted to cells expressing HIV-1 envelope protein. The strength of this concept is its potential versatility and the fact that there is no need to synthesize the conjugate—it forms spontaneously upon mixing. The conjugate yielded inhibition of target gene expression inside cells, but once again data in animals was less conclusive. Work on RNA conjugates is in its early stages, and more research will be necessary before the potential of the approach becomes apparent.

Chemical modifications and local delivery

Another approach to the problem of biodistribution is to simplify the problem by focusing on local rather than systemic delivery. Local delivery involves administration of the siRNA drug to a smaller and potentially more protected area within the body. The first clinical trials of siRNAs have used this approach, with intravitreal injection of a VEGF-specific siRNA being assessed as a possible treatment for macular degeneration and inhalation of siRNA being assessed as a possible treatment for infection with respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (14, 15). Local administration is a good strategy for early groundbreaking siRNA trials because it simplifies distribution, lowers the likelihood of adverse side effects, and reduces the amount and cost of the siRNA dose.

Local delivery has important implications for the role of chemical modifications to siRNA. There might be less need for modification than if the siRNA is systemically administered because the obstacles to biodistribution are much less and the requirements for stability might be less. Indeed, the VEGF-specific siRNA now being tested in clinical trials using intraocular administration is an unmodified RNA (77–79), and unmodified siRNAs have provided relief from coronavirus infection in rhesus macaques (78). Nevertheless, although chemical modifications might be less essential for local delivery than systemic delivery, it is still probable that they can significantly improve the properties of drug candidates, and this possibility should be explored during development.

Chemical modifications and formulation strategies

Another strategy for clinical development of siRNAs is to improve their efficacy by mixing RNA with compounds that can facilitate uptake by cells and tissues that normally resist entry of siRNAs. These agents, which include peptides, nanoparticles, and lipids, can also increase protection of the RNA against nucleases by interacting with the RNA surface and restricting access to enzymes in the serum. Several studies have reported gene silencing in animals using complexes that contain siRNA (81–84).

A full description of these results is beyond the scope of this Review, but several points are worth noting. The first is that formulations require introduction of an additional chemical agent...
into patients, complicating the procedure and increasing the potential for unexpected toxicities. The benefit of formulations therefore needs to be substantial to justify the added complexity of the approach. The second is that formulations may lessen the need for chemical modifications because the RNA complex might be more protected from nucleases and more likely to enter the need for chemical modifications because the RNA complex and 73042) and the Robert A. Welch Foundation (I-1244).
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An arsenal of chemical modifications is available for improving biological properties such as stability, biodistribution, cellular uptake, and potency. Such modifications are making the development of therapeutic RNA more feasible for some indications. More breakthroughs in the area of delivery are necessary, however, before duplex RNA has the same impact in the clinic as it has had in the research laboratory.
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Summary

The development of duplex RNA as a general class of therapeutic agents faces substantial challenges. To fulfill the potential of RNAi for therapy, it is necessary to develop strategies for in vivo delivery of large, highly charged macromolecules that would give the designers of traditional small-molecule drugs nightmares.

An arsenal of chemical modifications is available for improving biological properties such as stability, biodistribution, cellular uptake, and potency. Such modifications are making the development of therapeutic RNA more feasible for some indications. More breakthroughs in the area of delivery are necessary, however, before duplex RNA has the same impact in the clinic as it has had in the research laboratory.


